RPAS INSTRUCTOR SCHOLARSHIPS

ABOUT GFPA

Girls fly programme in Africa (GFPA), a non-profit organization is an information and educational Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM) programme for primary, high school and post-school learners with a focus on aviation and space. The programme includes the use of design thinking, technology, and innovation to shape, empower, enable, and support the next generation of makers and problem solvers in the aviation and space industry in Africa while entrenching the spirit of Ubuntu.

RPAS INSTRUCTOR SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

We enable and support the next generation through our mentorship and Scholarship programme. Our scholarships will directly support the professional development of women who intend to follow a career in the STEAM field with a focus on aviation and space. We partner with local universities and aviation organisations to provide excellent candidates who have a passion for aviation and space, with scholarships and learnership opportunities.

SCHOLARSHIP CRITERIA

The GFPA scholarship programme financially supports UNEMPLOYED youth with an RPAS license to obtain an instructors rating. The scholarship will cover the full cost of the instructors. The main criteria used in the selection of successful applicants are financial need, academic potential, Unemployed, community impact

- Be at least 18 years of age
- SACAA Accredited RPL License

WHO CAN APPLY?

Currently, unemployed youth (youth as defined in South Africa) holding an RPAS licence

HOW TO APPLY

Please read these notes and instructions carefully before completing the form. Be sure to read every section and ensure that the information you provide is accurate.

- Applications that are incomplete and that include misrepresentations will immediately be disregarded.
- Please ensure that you attach ALL the Required Documents;
- Closing dates per application type: RPAS Instructors closing date: - 6 August 2021.
- Please ensure that you complete all the sections of this application form.
REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

Please prepare the following documents:

- A certified copy of your barcoded ID.
- A copy of your CV.
- A copy of your RPAS Licence, valid medical and related qualification.
- Motivation letter as to why you should get the scholarship and how you plan to pay it forward (500 words)
- Also please indicate if you have attended any GFPA Foundation programmes or volunteered for the foundation.

OUR ASK

- Post-qualification to volunteer a certain number of hours for the foundation.
- Mentor our skill development candidates.
- Contribute to building in the building of our high school curriculum.